
From video games to the 0lympic Eames, wnmen are getting plenty of action these days.
Here, four perspectives on play, fighting, and representation.
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HARD TAREET: A NEW OAME LEIS WOMEN SHOOT DOWN
STREET IIARASSMENI
Commuting to her job one winter morning in zoo8, Suyin
Looui stopped dead in her tracks when someone called out
to her, "Hot Ching Chong!" Like many other young women,
Looui was more than aware of the prevalence of race- and
gender-based street harassment, but that particular morning
something clicked-and inspiration struck.

Street harassment is rarely limited to isolated encounters
in our lives, and for many it's a disruptive occurrence that is

simply too common. Due in part to her love of the unex-
pected exchanges between strangers that are part ofcity life,
Looui decided that there had to be a playful, satirical way to
engage with the varied sexual slurs that pollute public space.
Using her training as an interactive designer and the re-
sources of her graduate department at Hunter College, she
created a first-person-shooter video game called Hey Baby!,
which allows players to interact with male harassers, enact
revenge scenarios, and rethink the ways they navigate their
surroundings.

Shouting back at a perpetrator isn't always effective in
real life, so Looui made an obvious choice when design-
ing a game that lets women fire back. Guns are dangerous,
sure-but so is verbal harassment and physical violence.
ln Hey Baby!'s 3-D landscape, when a player shoots the
"enemy" a virtual grave pops up, marking the space where
the incident-the harassment as well as the harasser's
demise-occurred. (The headstones are complete with the
uttered phrase in question: "n.r.r,. 'Hey Sweetheart."') The
men's comments range from innocuous to aggressive,
Looui notes, adding, "If the woman chooses to say thank
you [to the remark], she releases a flutter of glowing hearts
and the men walk away, only to return again later."

There is no winning component to the game, however; it
runs in a loop, and navigating its urban streetscape is the
only goal. Herrlntention, Looui told me, was to "provoke dis-
cussion around the contested arena ofpublic space, a space
of both conflict and connection." The game's harassers utter
phrases culled from Looui's life and the lives of her friends
and family members, originating from the streets of New
York, Paris, London, Toronto, Montreal, San Francisco, Bei-
jing, Rome, and more. And, much like in real life, female
players are left to interpret the male characters' personality,
intensity, and threat level.

Techcentric tools for combating street harassment aren't
new;websites l ike HollaBackNYC and India's Blank Noise
project, both ofwhich launched in the past several years, are
forums for sharing experiences of harassment, and they've
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inspired countless similar sites in various cities around the
world. The site StopStreetHarassment.com and its forth-
coming companion book also explore solutions for combat-
ing gender- and sex-based harassment in public.

Though these campaigns assume a certain ubiquitous
access to technology, they often raise awareness offline, too,
and can be used as tools in their local communities. Looui
was inspired to create Hey Baby! in part by Blank Noise
founder fasmeen Patheja, and points to another India-based
art project for inspiration: Gendered Strategies for Loiter-
ing, designed by the Partners for Urban Knowledge Action
and Research (PUKAR), which was presented at the Inter-
national Symposium on Electronic Art in zoo8 to address
the vulnerability of women in the cities of Mumbai and
Singapore who appear "purposeless" in public. Though the
two cities are cited as some of the world's safest for women,
females loitering in public are often viewed as disrespect-
able and treated accordingly, and, much like Hey Baby!,
Gendered Spaces for Loitering uses video footage to explore
issues of privacy, risk, and citizenship.

But though her game seems to have an inherent kinship
with these other antiharassment projects, Looui considers
Hey Baby! less a tool for activism than "an art project that
I thought a lot of women could connect to, and that incor-
porates their stories directly into the game." The personal
aspect of the game is what makes it work so well: Though
we all have our distinct memories of being followed or
harassed, Looui's focus on incorporating so many varied
encounters gives the game a universal quality.

She may not be a self-identified activist, but Looui is
optimistic about the innovative ways people use technology:
"I'm constantly inspired by the creative use of technology
for the social good." Staking claim to traditionally male ter-
ritory-public space as well as video games-Looui's project
is coming to fruition in both spoof website and game form
this summer at wwwheybabygame.com.

U VIDA CH0LITA: Ill B0LlVlA, LUCHA LIBRE'S E0f A
SISIER ACT
The idea of a female motorist remains slapstick for many in
the Bolivian city of La Paz. There are catcalls aplenty in the
streets, directed toward native Bolivians and fairer-skinned
gringas working, studying, or traveling. Male tour guides
are wont to cop a feel from unsuspecting sightseers. The
female literacy rate in Bolivia is considerably lower than that
of males-8o.7 percent compared with men's 93.r percent,
according to census figures. Fertility and infant mortality
rates are high, respectively ranked 66 and 59 out of more
than zoo countries listed in the CIA World Factbook.

Bolivia can be a hard place for a woman to grow up and
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live. Gender norms inherent in deep-rooted Catholicism-
ranging from attitudes on birth control to a woman's place in
the home-and the prevalent machismo means that women,
with few exceptions, are generally expected to occupy back-
ground roles. Poverty, too, compounds the issue. But one
group provides a popular exception, and it busts balls along
with class barriers: Bolivia's cholitq wrestlers.

Bolivian luchalibre-the Andean nation's take on the
kitschy, glitzy wrestling originally popularized in Mexico
-is characterized by highly staged fight theatrics and
campy costumes. Male luchqdores-dressed as zombies,
military apparatchiks, and plain old thugs-tackle, clobber,
and pin each other with choreographed kicks and jabs. Swift
victories and defeats aren't the point; performance is.

And every Sunday, the heroines of Bolivian lucha libre,
women of Quechua- and Aymara-lndian descent, duke it
out at a gritty arena in the high-altitude slums overlook-
ing La Paz. Cholitas fight in traditional garb-flowing full
skirts, colorful flats, and thick braids that swish under
bowler hats. In the disorganized dance that is lucha
libre, they fight both one another and the luchadores,
sometimes batiling tag-team, and sometimes getting
double-teamed themselves.
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